
Describe your creative process. How do you create your illustrations?

Once I have a concrete idea of the story point that I want to communicate, 
which is usually nailed down in the writing, I then think of one “story telling im-
age.” For instance, it’s a big story point when Hanuman, the monkey with special 
powers, uses his burning tail to set fire to the Ravana’s capital city. Since this 
story has been told many times before I try and research what visual artist have 
done previously to communicate this moment. Here I pulled together reference 
from paintings and from vintage comics.

STEP 1.
Research visual reference



The visual reference usually gets me fired up to begin drawing 
and imagining the moment for myself. I usually explore this in 
little thumbnail compositions...

STEP 2.
Thumb nail composition



STEP 3.
Clean up layout sketch

As soon as I have a composition that I’m confident in I begin 
drawing at a larger scale, depending on how detailed the illustra-
tion needs to be. I carefully tighten down all the design details in 
a clean-up layout sketch.



From here on I exclusively use Adobe Illustrator until I 
have the final art. First I work in a very quick and loose way 
to make a color sketch.

STEP 4.
Loose Color sketch



Only once I have a clear color palette going will I begin to build precise vector 
shapes. I usually build the vector art with a stylus and by referring to my tight pen-
cil drawing. As you can see, some elements change a lot but the core idea and layout 
remain the same.

STEP 5.
Final illustration



Personally I think this illustration works strongest as a color sketch. That sometimes 
happens when the loose bold strokes get too complicated and lose their punchy es-
sence. Luckily I was able to include both versions in the book, which made me very 
ghee happy!


